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June 2011: 598 pp  
Pb: 9780080970707: £44.99/$74.95

Introduction to  
Health and Safety at Work
5TH EDITION

By P. Hughes and E. Ferrett

•  Questions and sample answers based 
on recent examinations at the end of each 
chapter allow your students to test their 
knowledge and increase understanding

•  Highly illustrated with over 60 new 
diagrams and photographs in full colour 
making learning easy for all

You can be confident your students will find all the knowledge they need for exam success. The 
clear presentation and handy records, checklists, report forms and record sheets will help apply 
learning to the workplace. 

New in this edition:

•  Fully restructured in line with 2010 NEBOSH syllabus 

•  Inclusion of a summary of the Report on Health and Safety ‘Common Sense Common Safety’ by 
Lord Young 

•  Outlines changes in legislation relating to the Site Waste Management Plans Regulations, the 
Control of Artificial Radiation at Work Regulations, Chemicals (Hazard Information and Packaging 
for Supply) Regulations (CHIP4) and the European Classification, Packaging and Labeling 
Regulations 

•  A chapter with guidance on searching the internet with a range of significant Occupational Health 
and Safety websites. There are dozens of internet references throughout the book 

•  Since the Practical Application NGC3 has been significantly revised, Chapter 20 includes a 
sample practical application based on the new scope and format. 

There is also a companion website with editable training slides and hazard posters to 
support you when delivering your course. For more details, turn to page 7. 

•  Dedicated chapter per syllabus 

element 3
•  Handy checklists, report forms and 

record sheets 3

•  Summary of main legislation 3

• End-of-chapter review questions 

taken from recent NEBOSH 

examinations to test students 

knowledge 3

•  Study skills chapter for 

professionals returning to study 3

NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety
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May 2012: 206pp:  
Paperback: 9780415519793: £15.99 / £25.95

Nov 2012  
Electronic: 978-0-203-70093-8: £1,350 / $2,160

Health and Safety at Work 
Revision Guide 
By E. Ferrett

National General Certificate Resource Pack 
By Ian Harries

This companion to our bestselling textbook will help students prepare for the written assessments.

It provides complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help them learn 
and memorize the most important areas. Links are also provided back to the textbook to help 
consolidate learning. 

•  Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom or on the move  

•  Includes specimen questions and answers from recent examination papers 

•  Everything you need for productive revision in one handy reference source

This revision guide is written by an experienced lecturer who has spent many years helping 
students become accredited by NEBOSH. Ed Ferrett is former Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999-
2008) and a lecturer on NEBOSH courses with both public and private course providers. He is a 
Chartered Engineer and Health and Safety Consultant.

This pack contains Microsoft® Office PowerPoint presentations covering the 13 units of the 
NEBOSH National General Certificate, as well as a range of additional teaching materials that will 
help you plan and deliver lessons. They have been developed to support a range of learning styles 
and provide delegates with accurate and easy-to-follow information.

The pack contains: 

• Over 1,000 PowerPoint slides matched to the NEBOSH syllabus criteria

• Tutor-led discussion topics that help prepare delegates for the written examinations

• Group exercises that are based on previous NEBOSH questions 

• Lesson plans and tutor notes that expand on key discussion points

For more information and to order visit: 
www.routledge.com/cw/healthandsafetyonline

NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety
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NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety

Phil Hughes MBE, MSc, CFIOSH, is a former 
Chairman of NEBOSH (1995‑2001), former 
President of IOSH (1990‑1991) and runs his 
own consultancy. He received an MBE for 
services to health & safety and as a director of 
RoSPA, in the New Years Honours List 2005.

•  Dedicated chapter per syllabus 

element 3
•  Handy checklists, report forms and 

record sheets 3

•  Summary of main legislation 3

• End-of-chapter review questions 

taken from recent NEBOSH 

examinations to test students 

knowledge 3

•  Study skills chapter for 

professionals returning to 

study 3

International Health  
and Safety at Work
2ND EDITION

By P. Hughes and E. Ferrett

•  Presented in full colour with illustrations 
and photographs – helps engage your 
students and bring out the key learning points

•  Check your students’ progress – with 
revision questions and sample answers from 
recent Nebosh examinations

About the Authors
Ed Ferrett PhD, BSc (Hons Eng), CEng, 
MIMechE, MIET, CMIOSH, is a former 
Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999‑2008) and 
a lecturer on NEBOSH courses with both 
public and private course providers. He is a 
Chartered Engineer and a health and safety 
consultant.

NEW EDITION

Aug 2012: 570 pages 
Paperback: 9780415535113: £44.99/$74.95

Fully updated and matched to the March 2011 syllabus, this textbook provides students with all 
they need to tackle the course with confidence. 

Each chapter starts with learning outcome summaries and ends with questions taken from recent 
NEBOSH examinations. Specimen answers and a study skills chapter are also included to aid exam 
preparation. 

It has been specially written in simple English for the thousands of students who complete the 
NEBOSH International Certificate in Health and Safety each year. 

•  Provides all the material students need for the course including tables, forms and checklists that 
can be used for health and safety activities such as risk assessment

•  Gives a unique summary of Occupational Health and Safety legal frameworks in over 20 countries 
including the EU and USA plus details of several ILO conventions and recommendations which are 
useful to students and a wide range of managers
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NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety

May 2012: 206pp 
Paperback: 9780415519809: £15.99 / £25.95

Nov 2012 
Electronic: 9780203700891: £1,350 / $2,160

International Health  
and Safety at  
Work Revision Guide 
By E. Ferrett

International General Certificate Resource 
Pack  
By Ian Harries

This companion to our bestselling textbook will help students prepare for the written assessments.

It provides complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help them learn 
and memorize the most important areas. Links are also provided back to the textbook to help 
consolidate learning. 

• Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom or on the move 

• Includes specimen questions and answers from recent examination papers 

• Everything you need for productive revision in one handy reference source

This pack contains Microsoft® Office PowerPoint presentations covering all the units of the NEBOSH 
International General Certificate, as well as a range of additional teaching materials that will help 
you plan and deliver lessons. They have been developed to support a range of learning styles and 
provide delegates with accurate and easy-to-follow information.

The pack contains: 

• Over 900 PowerPoint slides matched to the NEBOSH syllabus criteria

• Tutor-led discussion topics that help prepare delegates for the written examinations

• Group exercises that are based on previous NEBOSH questions 

• Lesson plans and tutor notes that expand on key discussion points

For more information and to order visit: 
www.routledge.com/cw/healthandsafetyonline

NEW

NEW
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NEBOSH National Certificate in Construction Health and Safety

June 2011: 716 pp  
Pb:  9780080970684: £44.99/$74.95

Introduction to Health 
and Safety in Construction
4TH EDITION

By P. Hughes and E. Ferrett

•  Includes a summary of the main 
legislation, ideal as a reference for 
students

•  Student-friendly presentation in full 
colour packed with illustrations and 
photographs

This is the definitive textbook with each element of the syllabus explained in detail and all the 
relevant legislation summarised for quick reference. To make studying easier, each chapter starts 
with learning objectives and ends with questions taken from recent NEBOSH examinations, and a 
chapter of sample answers can be found at the end of the book.

• Restructured in line with current 2010 NEBOSH syllabus

•  Covers regulations on Tower Cranes, European Classification, Packaging and Labeling and the 
UKCHIP 4, Supply of Machinery (safety) Regulations 2008; Control of Artificial Optical Radiation at 
Work.

•  A chapter on environmental protection including the new environmental permitting regime

• A summary of Lord Young’s 2010 report Common Safety: Common Sense

• Links to relevant health and safety websites.

•  Dedicated chapter per syllabus 

element 3
•  Handy checklists, report forms and 

record sheets 3

•  Summary of main legislation 3

•   End-of-chapter review questions 

taken from recent NEBOSH 

examinations to test students 

knowledge 3

•  Study skills chapter for 

professionals returning to study 3
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NEBOSH National Certificate in Construction Health and Safety

May 2012: 206pp 
Paperback: 9780415519786: £15.99 / £25.95

Nov 2012 
Electronic: 9780203700877: £1,650 / $2,640

Health and Safety in 
Construction Revision 
Guide 
By E. Ferrett

National Certificate in Construction 
Resource Pack  
By Ian Harries

This companion to our bestselling textbook will help students prepare for the written assessments.

It provides complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help them learn 
and memorize the most important areas. Links are also provided back to the textbook to help 
consolidate learning. 

• Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom or on the move 

• Includes specimen questions and answers from recent examination papers 

• Everything you need for productive revision in one handy reference source

This pack contains Microsoft® Office PowerPoint presentations covering all the units of the NEBOSH 
International General Certificate, as well as a range of additional teaching materials that will help 
you plan and deliver lessons. They have been developed to support a range of learning styles and 
provide delegates with accurate and easy-to-follow information.

The pack contains: 

• Over 1,200 PowerPoint slides matched to the NEBOSH syllabus criteria

• Tutor-led discussion topics that help prepare delegates for the written examinations

• Group exercises that are based on previous NEBOSH questions 

• Lesson plans and tutor notes that expand on key discussion points

NEW



To view any of the textbooks in this catalogue for FREE visit:

NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety and Risk Management

Sept 2007: 552 pp  
Paperback: 9780750680684: £44.99/$67.95

Introduction to  
Fire Safety Management
By A. Furness and M. Muckett

Andrew Furness and Martin Muckett have developed this book to give an introduction to all areas 
of fire safety management, including the legal framework, causes and prevention of fire and 
explosions, fire protection measures, fire risk assessment, and fire investigation.

Fire safety is not treated as an isolated area but linked into an effective health and safety 
management system. Like all our books for NEBOSH courses this text is highly illustrated in full 
colour, easy to read and supported by checklists, report forms and record sheets.

‘It’s so straightforward, with easy-to-follow arguments  
and advice […]. I have no hesitation in recommending  

this book to all who have a responsibility for ensuring the  
safety of others from fire’Review in Health And Safety At Work Magazine

•  Dedicated chapter per syllabus 

element 3
•  Handy checklists, report forms and 

record sheets 3

•  Summary of main legislation 3

•  Study skills chapter for 

professionals returning to study 3
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Free Resources for Training Providers 

Our companion website provides free 
resources to help teaching of the NEBOSH 
Certificate qualifications alongside our 
textbooks.

•  Forms and worksheets from the books are 
available to download and print

•  Animations help students identify 
workplace hazards 

• Author videos provide help and guidance

Free SPOT THE HAZARDS! Posters
Developed to encourage active participation in your lessons, these 
eye-catching, durable posters are essential interactive training aids. 
They will reinforce key points of the syllabus with a visual stimulus and 
consolidate learning at the end of the course.

Free when you adopt our textbooks for your course.  
For further information email safetybooks@tandf.co.uk

Companion Website

To find out more visit: www.routledge.com/cw/hughes



Further reading for health and safety managers, 
supervisors and staff

Health and Safety 
in Brief 
4TH EDITION 

By J. Ridley

An ideal quick reference for managers as well 
as a revision aid for students on a wide range 
of health and safety courses.

Apr 2008: 328 pp  
Pb: 9780750686396: £19.99/$32.95

Health & Safety, 
Environment and 
Quality Audits 
By S. Asbury and P. Ashwell

This book delivers a powerful and proven 
approach to auditing business-critical risk 
areas, covering each of the aspects that need 
to be taken into account for a successful audit 
to recognised standards.

Dec 2006: 256 pages 
Pb: 9780750680264: £34.99 / $56.95

Safety at Work
7TH EDITION 

By J. Ridley and J. Channing

With its comprehensive and rigorous 
approach this is the most authoritative guide 
to health and safety in the workplace.

Nov 2007: 1,056 pp  
Hb: 9780750680356: £108.00/$168.00

Easy Guide to 
Health and Safety 
By P. Hughes and L. Hughes

The jargon-free Easy Guide to Health and 
Safety introduces the health and safety 
issues that people with health and safety 
responsibilities face every day.

Mar 2008: 296 pp 
Pb: 9780750669542: £15.99/$25.95

Public Safety and 
Risk Assessment
Improving Decision 
Making

By David J. Ball and  
Laurence Ball-King 

The definitive guide to managing public 
safety beyond the workplace. Remedies 
proposed have significant implications for risk 
assessment, and aim to ‘renfranchise’ those 
affected by this new phenomenon.

Aug 2011: 206 pages 
Pb: 978-1-84971-381-8: £24.99 / $39.95 
Hb: 978-1-84971-380-1: £80.00 / $135.00

Health Impact 
Assessment
Principles and Practice

By Martin Birley

This book will help the reader understand 
what HIA can and cannot achieve, identify 
the components of a successful HIA and 
participate in an assessment as a member  
of a team.

Jul 2011: 370 pages  
Pb: 978-1-84971-277-4: £34.99 / $59.95 
Hb:  978-1-84971-276-7: £90.00 / $150.00

To view any of the textbooks in this catalogue for FREE visit: www.routledge.com/safety



Have you considered purchasing  
the books direct at discount from  

the Publisher? 

Why buy direct? 
• Get a discount on all bulk orders

• Consistent discounts that can be reviewed periodically

•  Special discounts for you and your students on related resources 
such as our new Teaching Packs and Revision Guides

• Standard delivery 3-5 days - next day delivery also available

•  Free ‘Spot the Hazard’ poster for your classroom

•  Keep-up-to date with our latest titles and publication dates 

UK and Europe:
Contact our account manager 
Jude Sermon today for more 
information.

Email:  
safetybooks@tandf.co.uk

Telephone:  
UK: 020 701 76191 
Europe: +44 (20) 701 76191

We appreciate that in order for you to use our textbooks to support 
your training you need a copy of the book to evaluate. We offer a 
complimentary exam copy to all training centres who are either 
using an older edition or would like to consider swapping to our 
book*. 

These can be ordered online at our website:  
www.routledge.com/safety or via email neil.boon@tandf.co.uk 

All we require are details of your course and current resources and 
a commitment to provide some basic feedback when you have had 
a chance to evaluate the book. 

*Complimentary Exam Copies are processed on approval. Only one copy of each book 

per training centre will be sent. Electronic copies only available in certain territories.

At Routledge we are able to work with training centres in the UK and 
Europe to provide a complete service. We can offer very competitive 
discounts if you order multiple copies from us, and unlike other 
resellers, these discounts won’t suddenly decrease. 

Complimentary Exam Copy 
Rest of World:
We are working with 
suppliers across the 
globe to ensure our books 
are available locally in 
all territories where the 
NEBOSH qualification is 
offered. To find out details  
of your local supplier  
contact Neil Boon:  
neil.boon@tandf.co.uk
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New Revision Guides

These companions to the three most popular Certificate level courses will help your students prepare for their 

examinations. They provide complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will helping students learn and 

memorise the most important areas. 

Content you can trust
These books have been written by an experienced lecturer who has spent many years helping students become 

accredited by NEBOSH. Ed Ferrett is former Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999‑2008) and a lecturer on NEBOSH courses 

with both public and private course providers. He is a Chartered Engineer and Health and Safety Consultant.

•  Small and portable making them ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom or on the move 

•  Including specimen questions and answers from recent examination papers

•  Everything needed for productive revision in one handy reference source

HLSF1203    978-0-418-26356-3


